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The Best place to get you trained
Training or coaching plays an important role as it is the base of your foundation, hence it is very necessary to know
the institution where you will do your training.
You might have seen or experienced it by yourself, that most of the people might not know the full form of PHP, but they surely
know that it is a open to all source language used for general – purpose scripting. This language is particularly considered as the
best when it comes to web development; it is mainly focused on server-side scripting. Everything from, generating dynamic page
content, collecting data or sending and receiving cookies can all be done. PHP can be used areas like:

Server-Side Scripting

Command-line Scripting

Writing Desktop Applications

Being dynamic, PHP is chosen by most of the companies. It is in full demand by companies, developers or a student opting for IT
development courses as it has every reason to be the best and moreover it is an open source.
Professionals of Future Techno Labs offer Basic PHP training in Ahmedabad. They have a vast experience in Web Development and
UI Designing. Training or coaching plays an important role as it is the base of your foundation, hence it is very necessary to know
the institution where you will do your training. Select a well-reputed institute with the right professional atmosphere, who are well
versed in working on web development. Future Techno Labs is one such place to develop and learn your PHP programming skills.
Whether you possess a basic programming skills or not, you can still learn PHP as it is considered an easy scripting language to
learn. Our trainers make the learning process so easy that with a little practice and hard work students start gaining confidence.
Our hands-on practical training provides the much required knowledge and confidence to candidates.
What makes our Basic PHP Training in Ahmedabad worth pursuing? What makes us the best PHP training institute in
Ahmedabad? What makes us the best institute for training in PHP?
Just one answer to all those questions - our vast and unique syllabus is second to none.
Our PHP Curriculum includes:

Introduction to HTML, CSS, Javascript, Apache, web server, MySQL & XAMPP

Introduction to PHP and PHP Syntax

Types, Variables, Predefined Variables, Operators and Control Structures

User defined functions, String Functions date / time function and Array Function

Session and Cookie Handling, File system functions, URL Functions, MySQL Functions

OOP in PHP

Form Handling Using PHP – get and post method

Prepare sample application using PHP & MYSQL

Server Side validation using PHP logic and regular expression

Use of AJAX and jQuery in Sample application

Understanding of MVC Architecture

Understanding of XML and JSON to use in Web services

You have now got a brief insight into the course Modules that we cover in our PHP training courses. We teach PHP in three parts;

Core PHP and MySQL

advanced PHP or Object Oriented PHP, and PHP framework such as MVC design pattern.

In-depth of integration of third-party PHP libraries, implementation of security in PHP app along with the integration of
various APIs such as payment gateway.

If you are thinking of in learning advanced PHP from us, all you need to do is visit our PHP Master Course to see the contents for
yourself.
You can also contact our PHP Training counsellor for detailed information. Or you can visit us too.
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